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General Instructions to Candidates : 

 There is a ‘Cool-off time’ of 15 minutes in addition to the writing time. 

 Use the ‘Cool-off time’ to get familiar with questions and to plan your answers. 

 Read questions carefully before answering. 

 Read the instructions carefully. 

 Calculations, figures and graphs should be shown in the answer sheet itself. 

 Malayalam version of the questions is also provided. 
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PART – I 

A. Answer any 4 questions from 1 to 6. Each carries 1 score. (4  1 = 4) 

1. The version of map while is already provided to each of us in childhood by the process 

of socialisation is called ______. 

 

2. To overcome biased and incomplete knowledge about the society we have to look 

ourselves through the eyes of others. This is termed as _______. 

 

3. The concept of dominant caste was coined by _______. 

 

4. Keeping away individuals from full involvement in the society is called _______. 

 

5. The term Harijan was put forward by ________. 

 

6. The process of selling shares of public sector companies by the government is called 

_____. 

 

B. Answer all questions from 7 to 10. Each carries 1 score. (4  1 = 4) 

7. ______ is the American Sociologist who studied the relationship between personal 

troubles and social issues. 

 (Karl Marx, Max Weber, C. Wright Mills) 

 

8. The social Reform moment found in Bengal. 

 (Arya Samaj, Prarthana Samaj, Brahma Samaj) 

 

9. The first school for girls was started in Pune by _______. 

 (Jyotiba Phule, Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Ranade) 

 

10. An essay on the principles of population (1798) was written by _______. 
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PART – I 
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PART – II 

A. Answer any 3 questions from 11 to 15. Each carries 2 scores. (3  2 = 6) 

11. Define Demography dividend. 

 

12. Define Patri local Family. 

 

13. Mention any 2 cultural changes brought about by colonialism. 

 

14. Write a short note on circulation of labour. 

 

15. What is corporate culture ? 

 

B.    Answer any 2 questions from 16 to 18. Each carries 2 scores. (2  2 = 4) 

16. Write any 2 problems freed by Adivasi’s. 

 

17. What is social inequality ? 

 

18. Define Dominant caste. 

 

PART – III 

A. Answer any 3 questions from 19 to 23. Each carries 4 scores. (3  4 = 12) 

19. Differentiate between Social map and Geographical map. 

 

20. Distinguish between Nuclear and Joint Family. 

 

21. Describe the disadvantage of Home based work. 

 

22. Prepare a note on Mass Media in Independent India. 

 

23. Briefly explain Tribal Movement. 

 

B. Answer any 1 question from 24 to 25. Carries 4 scores. (1  4 = 4) 

24. What is invisible hand who introduced the concept of Invisible hand ? 

 

25. Describe caste system as a discriminatory system. 
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PART – II 
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PART – III 
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PART – IV 

A. Answer any 3 questions from 26 to 29. Each carries 6 scores. (3  6 = 18) 

26. Explain the concept of commoditization with examples. 

 

27. Evaluate the social consequences of Green Revolution. 

 

28. Explain any 2 structural changes brought about by colonialism in India.  

 

29. Explain the power and Responsibilities of Gramapanchayath. 

 

B. Answer any 2 question from 30 to 32. Each carries 6 scores. (2  6 = 12) 

30. Match the following :  

A B 

Raja Ram Mohan Roy Stree-Purush Tulana 

Tarabai Shinde Harijan 

Jyotiba Phule Brahmo Samaj 

Kaka Kalelkar Satyasodak Samaj 

Gandhiji Muslim Social Reformer 

Sir Syed Ahmmed Khan Backward Class Commission  

 

31. Describe any 2 Social reforms Movements. 

 

32. Describe the roll of Mass Media in Independent India. 

 

PART – V 

 Answer any 2 questions from 33 to 35. Each carries 8 scores. (2  8 = 16) 

33. (a) Explain the Theory of Demographic Transition. 

 (b) Compare Theory of Demographic Transition with Malthusian Theory of 
Population. 

 (c) Find the position of Indian Society in the Demographic transition stage. 

 

34. (a) Define Globalisation. 

 (b) Explain different dimensions of Globalisation. 

 

35. (a) Name the Sociologist who coined the term Sanskritisation. 

 (b) Critically Evaluate Sanskritisation as a process of cultural change. 

___________ 
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PART – IV 
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